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See Shankar’s Meeting from May

http://blu.org/cgi-bin/calendar/2020-may

An Overview of the Architecture of the Latest AMD Ryzen Chips
Date and Time

Wednesday, May 20, 2020 from 6:30 pm to 9:00 pm

http://blu.org/cgi-bin/calendar/2020-may


Chat (Bill Ricker will be monitoring)

#blu on freenode

Applications - hexchat (join #blu),

Youtube Chat / Jitsi Chat / freenode

Top Chat vs. Livechat on Youtube



August 19 Meeting Agenda

In this three part meeting, we'll review the build list of components and overall budget for a new 
Linux-powered system with the AMD Ryzen 3. In the second part, we'll push this system to its 
byte-busting limits for powering a permanent archival system. In the third part, we’ll talk about different 
on disk file formats and recording media types - and ask what matters more?

We'll begin with an overview of the build - covering the purchase of parts, continuing with assembly, and 
concluding with the installation of Ubuntu. Then we'll move to various considerations and options for the 
Terabyte Transportation Generation. We'll discuss managing backups, and showcase the capabilities of 
rclone and what you can do with affordable terabytes of storage.

We'll then look at different file systems and compare considerations for use in backups. We'll wrap it all 
up with a forensic review of the Flash-Friendly File System (F2FS) - discussing details of its design, 
data layout and aspects of encryption. We'll looking into the pros and cons of using F2FS as the 
underlying file system for a permanent archive of all your most valuable data. Finally, we'll discuss news 
reports of an SMR “scandal” and compare that technology to CMR.



Agenda

1. Build Overview / Parts and Labor
a. Cost, supply chain

2. Application Usage / Consolidating Backups
a. Rclone

3. F2FS / Flash-Friendly File System
a. Design for Flash, useful for SMR?



Key Parts, Prices



Ryzen Facts

https://en.wikichip.org/wiki/amd/ryzen_3/3200g

https://en.wikichip.org/wiki/amd/ryzen_3/3200g


Benchmarks

https://cpu.userbenchmark.com/Compare/AMD-Ryzen-3-3300U-vs-AMD-Ryzen-3-3200G/m827713vsm824486

https://cpu.userbenchmark.com/Compare/AMD-Ryzen-3-3300U-vs-AMD-Ryzen-3-3200G/m827713vsm824486


Motile M141

The $199 Motile M141 With AMD Ryzen 3 3200U 
Offers Surprisingly Decent Performance: Last 
week we published benchmarks of the Motile M141, 
Walmart's private-label tech branch, and the M141 
being a Ryzen 3 3200U powered laptop that has 
been retailing for just $199 USD. In those initial 
benchmarks was an extensive look at the Windows 
vs. Linux performance while this article today is 
looking at the performance of this AMD Ryzen 3 
laptop against a number of old and new Intel laptops, 
all tested using a daily snapshot of Ubuntu 20.04 
LTS.

Phronix.org,  by Michael Larabel in Computers on 3 
February 2020

“Eight laptops I had available were tested for putting the 
performance of this $199 USD laptop in perspective. Though as 
one unfortunate item: since running the original article and all the 
publicity on the Motile M141, Walmart has increased its price at 
least temporarily to $279 USD. We'll see if it falls back to $199 in 
the days ahead but even at $279 is still a decent deal.”



M141-BK (as of 8/17/2020)



Ryzen Clocks

https://www.tomshardware.com/news/amd-ryzen-3-3200g-ryzen-5-3400g-specs-pricing,39619.html



Boxes of Parts



Cool Complexity



Assembly



In case you need to make connections ...



Performance Comp via Hardware Info

Intel Core i5, 8th Generation - i5-8250U @ 1.60 
Ghz, 4 core with fpu 

1. CPU Blowfish 1.27
2. CPU CryptoHash 813.99
3. CPU Fibonacci 0.55
4. CPU N-Queens 5.92
5. CPU Zlib 1.16
6. FPU FFT 0.89
7. FPU Raytracing 1.36
8. GPU Drawing 5283.12

AMD Ryzen 3 3200G with Radeon Vega Graphic, 
4 core with fpu

1. CPU Blowfish 2.61 (Lower Better)
2. CPU CryptoHash 668.39 (Higher Better)
3. CPU Fibonacci 0.59 (Lower Better)
4. CPU N-Queens 3.90 (Lower Better)
5. CPU Zlib 1.17 (Higher Better)
6. FPU FFT 0.99 (Lower Better)
7. FPU Raytracing 1.75 (Lower Better)
8. GPU Drawing 6511.60 (Higher Better)

sudo apt-get install hardinfo



Consolidating Backups



Rclone copy

2.650 TB of data => 409,686 files

sudo mount /dev/sdd1 '/media/brian/Flex' -o noatime (this is USB2)

brian@B-AMD:~$ rclone copy '/media/brian/FreeAgent GoFlex Drive/bkup20160220'  
'/media/brian/Sea8T-X/bkup20160220-noatime'  --stats-log-level NOTICE --skip-links



Data Transportation

2.65 TB
409,686 files
15h9m36.8s

USB2 -> USB3 
via rclone copy



How Fast are Drives?

Source: https://www.seagate.com/support/kb/how-fast-should-an-external-drive-be-172213en/

https://www.seagate.com/support/kb/how-fast-should-an-external-drive-be-172213en/


F2FS: A New File System for 
Flash Storage (2015)



Who uses F2FS?

“Motorola Mobility has used F2FS in their Moto G/E/X and 
Droid phones since 2012. Google first used F2FS in their 

Nexus 9 in 2014.[17] However Google's other products didn't 
adopt F2FS until the Pixel 3 when F2FS was updated with 

inline crypto hardware support.[18]”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/F2FS



F2FS: The Flash Friendly File System

f2fs: introduce flash-friendly file system

https://lwn.net/Articles/518718/

If you'd like to experience f2fs, simply:

sudo apt install f2fs-tools

 # mkfs.f2fs /dev/sdb1

 # mount -t f2fs /dev/sdb1 /mnt/f2fs

https://lwn.net/Articles/518718/


Why F2FS?

“frequent random writes to an SSD would incur internal fragmentation of the 
underlying media and degrade the sustained SSD performance ...Unless 
handled carefully, frequent random writes and flush operations in modern 
workloads can seriously increase a flash device’s I/O latency and reduce the 
device lifetime.”

Adaptive logging
“F2FS builds basically on append-only logging to turn random writes into 
sequential ones. At high storage utilization, however, it changes the logging 
strategy to threaded logging [23] to avoid long write latency. In essence, 
threaded logging writes new data to free space in a dirty segment without 
cleaning it in the foreground. This strategy works well on modern flash 
devices but may not do so on HDDs.”

https://www.usenix.org/system/files/conference/fast15/fast15-paper-lee.pdf

F2FS: A New File System for Flash Storage Changman Lee, Dongho Sim, Joo-Young Hwang, and Sangyeun Cho, Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. 

https://www.usenix.org/conference/fast15/technical-sessions/presentation/lee

https://www.usenix.org/system/files/conference/fast15/fast15-paper-lee.pdf


https://www.usenix.org/system/files/conferenc
e/fast15/fast15-paper-lee.pdf

“F2FS is a Linux file system designed to perform well on modern 
flash storage devices. The file system builds on append-only 
logging and its key design decisions were made with the 
characteristics of flash storage in mind. This paper describes the 
main design ideas, data structures, algorithms and the resulting 
performance of F2FS.

Experimental results highlight the desirable performance of F2FS; 
on a state-of-the-art mobile system, it outperforms EXT4 under 
synthetic workloads …”

https://www.usenix.org/conference/fast15/technical-sessions/presentation/lee

https://www.usenix.org/system/files/conference/fast15/fast15-paper-lee.pdf
https://www.usenix.org/system/files/conference/fast15/fast15-paper-lee.pdf
https://www.usenix.org/conference/fast15/technical-sessions/presentation/lee


Creating the first F2FS



F2FS and Enryption

Since Linux 4.2, F2FS natively supports file 
encryption. Encryption is applied at the directory 
level, and different directories can use different 
encryption keys. This is different from both 
dm-crypt, which is block-device level encryption, 
and from eCryptfs, which is a stacked 
cryptographic filesystem.Aug 11, 2020

https://wiki.archlinux.org/

https://wiki.archlinux.org/


Encryption: fscrypt

Filesystem-level encryption (fscrypt)
Introduction
fscrypt is a library which filesystems can hook into to support transparent encryption of files and directories.

Note: “fscrypt” in this document refers to the kernel-level portion, implemented in fs/crypto/, as opposed to the userspace 

tool fscrypt. This document only covers the kernel-level portion. For command-line examples of how to use encryption, see 

the documentation for the userspace tool fscrypt. Also, it is recommended to use the fscrypt userspace tool, or other existing 

userspace tools such as fscryptctl or Android’s key management system, over using the kernel’s API directly. Using existing 

tools reduces the chance of introducing your own security bugs. (Nevertheless, for completeness this documentation covers 

the kernel’s API anyway.)

https://github.com/google/fscrypt
https://github.com/google/fscrypt
https://github.com/google/fscryptctl
https://source.android.com/security/encryption/file-based


GParted Partition Look



2.650 TB of data there are 409,686 files

sudo mount /dev/sdd1 '/media/brian/Flex' -o noatime (this is USB2)

brian@B-AMD:~$ rclone copy '/media/brian/FreeAgent GoFlex Drive/bkup20160220'  
'/media/brian/Sea8T-X/bkup20160220-noatime'  --stats-log-level NOTICE --skip-links



Phronix Tests with F2FS (28 December 2018)
https://w

w
w

.phoronix.com/scan.php?page=article&
item

=f2fs-hdd-test&
num

=2

https://www.phoronix.com/scan.php?page=article&item=f2fs-hdd-test&num=2


Files (before mounting)



Phronix File System Testing

https://www.phoronix.com/scan.php?page=article&item=linux-41-filesystem&num=
3

“Compilebench tries to age a filesystem by 
simulating some of the disk IO common in 
creating, compiling, patching, stating and 
reading kernel trees. It indirectly measures 
how well filesystems can maintain directory 
locality as the disk fills up and directories 
age. This current test is setup to use the 
makej mode with 10 initial directories”

Source: 
https://openbenchmarking.org/test/pts/compilebench

https://openbenchmarking.org/test/pts/compilebench


Phronix pgbench

“This is a simple 
benchmark of PostgreSQL 

using pgbench.”



How Many Megabits per second in a Gigabit per second?
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https://www.gbmb.org/gbps-to-mbps


Storage Media

1. USB3 is fast
2. SSD is fast too
3. USB2 is really slow
4. Moving Terabytes of Data takes time



Gbps to MB/s Converter

Source: Gbps to MB/s Converter 
https://www.gbmb.org/gbps-to-mbs

https://www.gbmb.org/gbps-to-mbs


Hard Drive Choices / Prices



The Cost of Storing Data

Source: https://www.costco.com/external-hard-drives.html

https://www.costco.com/external-hard-drives.html


Is SMR a scandal or a 
misunderstood technology?



How does Shingled Magnetic Recording work?
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Seagate Shingled Magnetic Recording, or SMR, is breaking barriers to 
new areal densities and adding greater than 25% capacity growth by 

maximizing the number of tracks per inch on a single disk. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3UFUfv9n420

https://www.seagate.com/tech-insights/breaking-areal-density-barriers-with-seagate-smr-master-ti/
https://www.seagate.com/tech-insights/breaking-areal-density-barriers-with-seagate-smr-master-ti/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3UFUfv9n420


SMR Magic

Source: 
https://www.seagate.com/tech-insights/breaking-a
real-density-barriers-with-seagate-smr-master-ti/

● Write heads are bigger than read heads
● Existing technology read/write heads used
● Overlapping tracks on write allow integrity on reading
● However, rewriting data means lots of data relocation

“improves the drive’s write 
performance by grouping tracks into 
bands that optimize the number of 
tracks that need to be rewritten.”

https://www.seagate.com/tech-insights/breaking-areal-density-barriers-with-seagate-smr-master-ti/
https://www.seagate.com/tech-insights/breaking-areal-density-barriers-with-seagate-smr-master-ti/


Seagate

https://www.seagate.com/internal-hard-drives/right-drive/

https://www.seagate.com/internal-hard-drives/

https://www.seagate.com/internal-hard-drives/right-drive/
https://www.seagate.com/internal-hard-drives/


Western Digital

https://www.westerndigital.com/products/data
-center-drives#solid-state-ssd

https://youtu.be/9C54Oo8-o1E

https://www.westerndigital.com/products/data-center-drives#solid-state-ssd
https://www.westerndigital.com/products/data-center-drives#solid-state-ssd

